Ontario Hosta Society
NEWSLETTER
Celebrating our 25th Anniversary Year
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President’s Message
On March 23rd the Ontario Hosta Society will celebrate its Silver Anniversary! Reading John Kee’s president’s message in
the very first OHS Newsletter, I realize how little has changed.
The OHS continues to be a reality because of energetic volunteers and active members that share their ideas about how to
make the OHS even better.
We have a very special year ahead and your board is busy
finalizing the details so that we can share them with all of you
very soon. I hope that everyone makes a special effort in
2020 to connect with your fellow hosta enthusiasts at the OHS
events. Those live connections are so important and help to
make this group special.
Happy 25th Anniversary Ontario Hosta Society !
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Welcome to a Special Edition of the Newsletter.
A twenty-five year milestone is a time for celebration and so this issue has a
somewhat reminiscing tone with many long-time members sharing their memories of the society over the years.
Pictures of all the fun activities we had last year in 2019 are also included.
Thanks to all the volunteers, OHS members and executive, sponsors, vendors
and plant contributors that made events like these possible.
In keeping with the theme of acknowledging our past, an article “What hosta
do I have? “has been added . It may help you identify those unnamed Hostas,
you have acquired from relatives, that go back at least 20 years. Excerpts from
old dusted off OHS newsletters ( page 14) shows us that, what was of interest
to us back in ‘95, still is today.
It is clear to see there is a common thread in the fabric of this society over the
course of its 25 years. It has been … and probably will continue to be …
The love, the passion, the obsession with the friendship plant, the Hosta.
Enjoy the read !
Debbie Lang
First of all, I would like to thank all the members that have kept the Ontario Hosta Society a reality for the last 25 years.
The idea for the society was initially formed
after a trip to Ohio with my good friend the
late Frank Schenk to see a Hosta fanatic
and lifetime member of The American Hosta
Society the late Peter Ruh. Peter and his
wife enjoyed travelling in Canada and
thought we needed our own Hosta Society.
The seed was planted and after a fortuitous
meeting with Bob Leask the task of creating
was begun.
The time has gone by in a blink of an eye.
Enjoy continued success and the comradery
of other plant lovers in the next 25 years.
John Kee
01/30/2020
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Summer Picnic 2019

Thanks to Sandra Williamson for sharing her garden

Photos - Trish Symons
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Looking back at 25 years … Reflections
Members both past and present share their thoughts

I always enjoyed being involved
with the OHS - great people. As
you probably know Donna Hussey and I were co Chairs of the
Hosta Forum for at least 5 years
at Glencairn Golf

Norm and I also had a Hosta picnic at our home a few years ago
and we had several
Executive pot luck meetings at
our home over the years.

So we enjoyed being involved.
Course which was a lot of fun.
We were so surprised to be rec- The decision to move to Vanognized by the OHS and AHS for couver Island happened so
quickly that we didn't have a
our contribution.
chance to take very many of our
I also contributed to the develop- over 500 different varieties of
ment of the current Constitution Hostas with us.
and By- Laws.
We wish the OHS much continNorm was the Membership prime ued success !
on the Executive for several
years.
Lynne & Norm Limpert

Did you know ? The annual membership in 1995 was $15. Great bargains never change !
Uncertain when I joined maybe 10
years ago . Invited by a friend and
went reluctantly to a meeting .
I thought Hostas were that green and
white foliage plant that filled up empty
spots in gardens. Imagine my surprise
to discover that they were beautiful
and addicting.
I have over 2000 and now other
plants have the job of filling up spaces
between my beauties.

Trish Symons

I attended my first OHS meeting back in 1996
and quickly joined. I served many roles with
the OHS but the most fun was as Bus Tour
Co Ordinator.
It was a tough challenge taking over the reins
from Bob Leask but with his help, it became a
labour of love for me.
The most fantastically fun trip was taking 54
of our members on a tour through Western
New York in 2013, across the border – without a hitch! On top of the fabulous gardens,
we lunched at Kathy & Mike Shadrack’s
home and the hospitality and camaraderie are
legend in my books. I arranged my last trip in
2018 but the great memories live on and on!

Sandra Shrieve
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Looking back at 25 years … Reflections
I have been a member for 20 years.

Maybe get lost in Ottawa …...
but the gardens were worth it.

One innocent hosta gifted from a friend set
me off on a journey to collect more Hostas.
The garden is almost full now but there is
always room for another Hosta that has to
come home with me.

The sad day was when Olga and Kevin
Elschuk retired from their position as Super Caterers at our meetings. The goodies have not been the same since.

My best memories are of the yearly sum- I have met so many knowledgeable garmer BBQs and the bus trips. All the lovely deners who love their many Hostas.
gardens we have been privileged to visit.
Just hop on a bus and let the driver haul
Mary Lou Curry
us around the countryside.
Looking back, the OHS has grown substantially through the years.

So, although it took two years from concept to delivery, we produced a fabulous
garden stone that I will always be proud of.

Personally, I grew too.
I had never even thought of becoming involved in coordinating OHS events. Carel
and I always enjoyed coming to the meetings and listening to the great speakers.
Soon, hostas really hooked me and I
thought that I should do more to participate.

Memories…so many great memories of
people we’ve met who have become true
friends and so many new hostas!

Although our lives have moved in a different direction, we downsized, closed Goldenbrook Hostas and now we live in the Dominican Republic 6 months a year, those
I joined the Executive to add my perspec- great memories remain.
tive on changes I envisioned. I went thru
If you get the chance to volunteer on the
Vice President, President and Past Presi- Executive, you will truly make your mark
dent and also American Hosta Society, VP on the future of the OHS.
Genus Hosta.
The one thing I am most proud of is the
Cindy Deutekom
Hosta Forum. That idea came from attending the annual Hosta College in Piqua,
Ohio. Although much different from their
format, our first Forum was held at the
RBG in 2011 and wow has it grown. We
have had top notch speakers from near
and far.
The OHS Stepping Stone also came from
an idea from Hosta College in Ohio. Every year they had a different stone made of
cement. Why couldn’t we?
Volume 26 Issue 1
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Looking back at 25 years … Reflections
When I found out there were more Hostas
than just the green and white ones, I visited
Keith Squires to check out his selection and
he referred me to John Kee as the local expert. John lent me his copy of The Genus
Hosta and I was off to the races.
In the Spring of ‘95 John invited me to a
meeting which included a few other gardeners, some growers, and
some retailers and it
was at that meeting that
the Ontario Hosta Society was born.

I drop all these names because I consider
them as friends and as the Internet became
more prominent and old style round robins
were replaced, information flowed at a much
faster pace but the personal relationships endured. These contacts have also been very
valuable when seeking out speakers for our
local group.
Hosta – friendship plant – you bet!

Notable attendees included Bill Nash, Paul
Zammit, Bruce Cumpson, Dave Harper and
others. (see list )
I got to meet other local
hostaphiles through
John, and after I retired I
attended my first AHS
convention in North Carolina (16 hour drive).
At that convention I got
to meet the cognoscente
of the Hosta world including AHS founder
Alex Summers, Ran
Lydell, Bob Solberg,
Bob Kuk, Robyn
Duback, Van Wade, Mildred Seaver, Mark Zilis,
Olga Petryshen, Tony
Avent, and several fellow Canadians.
At a later Convention I was fortunate to rub
shoulders with Peter Ruh, Doug Beilstein,
Clyde Crockatt, and Mike Shadrack, and that
summer had a great Ontario road trip with Jim
Hawes, John and Bill.
6
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Bob Leask

Looking back at 25 years … Reflections
I am glad to have been associated
with the OHS for many years, and
have enjoyed the camaraderie of
this nutty bunch of
enthusiasts.
I am particularly happy that I was
able to introduce several new Hosta
varieties via the OHS, including H.
‘Margot’s Delight’, which was
named by the late Bob Murphy in
memory of the late, delightful Margot Dargatz, who I still miss.

Dave Barham

OHS Club Plants

Happy 25th!
We planted at the Hosta Walk, at the
RBG, had a picnic, then came home with
a bunch of Hostas that Bob Leask lugged
around. They may have been regular
ones but not everyone had them. Jim
Schnellinger from Corfu, N.Y. had a heyThe picnic "Splash Party" at Franz Peters' day trying to choose 3.
was always a treat as well as the Guess
We held bus tours, picnics, auctions and
the Hosta contest. There were way too
Hosta shows, unaccredited but great to
many and who has acreage anyway???
see newer varieties and how they fared.
The forums have been interesting. I miss
It was fun.
Olga & Kevin Elchuk's home baking.
Happy HOSTA-ing everyone !
Well, joining the OHS at the Success with
Gardening Show has been very rewarding. I've met the nicest people, John Kee,
Udo & Margot Dargatz, Tom Thomson &
many others, too numerous to mention.

We started off meeting at The Civic Garden Centre, then the RBG, then Bob
Murphy Auditorium, Acton, and Milton. I miss the good ole days when
they auctioned off a stem of variegated or was it red for over $100+. Holy
Moley! Mind you, I paid $25 + for a
plug of H. English Sunrise back then
too.

Pat Loy

Hopefully the Society goes on for another 25+ years.
Volume 26 Issue 1
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September 2019 AGM

Guest Speaker : Hugo Philips

THANKS to our donors
Garden Plus, Riverbend Gardens, Crooked Creek Garden
Centre, Blue Sky, Hosta Fever, Olde Towne Gardens and
Doug Starret.
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Photos—Trish Symons

2019 Photography Competition Results

Class 1 - Serenity in the Garden
Brad McMillan

Class 2 - Partners
Brad McMillan

Class 3 - Big, Bold, Beautiful
Jeannette Matak

CONGRATS !
Class 4 -Tiny but Tough
Glenn Rhame

TO
ALL
WINNERS
Class 5 - Never Met a Hosta I Couldn't Love
Debbie Lang

Class 7 - Light up the Shade
Sharon Knapp
Class 6 - Creativity
Brad McMillan
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Class 8 - Fabulous Floral
Brad McMillan
(on the left)
Judges’ Choice - Brad
McMillan (from Class 5)
(on the right)

Best in Show - Brad
McMillan (Class 8)

What Hosta do I have????

Excerpt from the
The DELAWARE VALLEY HOSTA SOCIETY

For various reasons, people may find Hostas Pale lavender flowers early in the summer
(June), with large leafy growths on the bloom
in their garden for which they want to know
scape (stalk) and blooms spaced over 1"
the names.
apart. After blooming, the plant may make
new leaves that are much more green than
Maybe they bought the property and found
the spring leaves. Note that there are some
the Hostas. Maybe they planted them years
ago and forgot the names. Maybe they were newer hostas on the market ('Fire and Ice,'
a gift from someone with plants to get rid of. 'White Christmas,' 'Night Before Christmas')
that bear a resemblance to Undulata types,
Whatever the reason, a large percentage of
unknown Hostas can quickly be named from
the following list.

The Striped One: 'Undulata'
Formerly known as H. undulata 'Variegata' or
simply (and incorrectly) Hosta Mediovariegata. White-centered leaves with wavy
(undulating) green edges that grow in a
mound less than 2' across. The leaves are
fairly limp and burn in too much sun.
10
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The One with the White Edge:
Undulata Albomarginata'
Similar in form to the plant above, with the opposite coloring. Same limp leaves (very tasty
to slugs), same leafy bloom scapes (too tall for
the plant), same pale lavender flowers (far
apart on the scape, and with no seed pod formation). Also increases very quickly, and so
frequently is used as an edging hosta. This
one, in contrast to its cousin above, does not
tend to turn all green (unless, curiously, it is
grown in a pot). Compare also the description
of white-edged plants next, and recognize that
"green leaves with white edges" is one of the
most prevalent types of variegation in hostas.

The One with the Yellow Edge:
'Fortunei Aureomarginata'
The description is the same as the previous,
but the edge is a nice golden yellow that does
not turn white. A full-grown plant can be 4'
across. This plant has also been sold as 'Gold
Crown.' Very classic, for good reason. Another
name for a similar, if not identical, plant is
'Ellerbroek'. This is the classic yellowmargined hosta, but now there are many,
many more yellow-margined hostas available
today. The reverse variegation (yellow centers, green edges) out of this genetic line is
the very popular 'Gold Standard'.

The Other One (Dark Green) with the
White Edge:
'Francee' or 'Fortunei Albomarginata'
There are a number of similar plants here.
Fortunei Albomarginata is older but no longer
as common in the trade; Francee is a choice
selection and has been popular for quite a few
years. Both have medium to dark green leaves
(almost olive green) with a crisp white edge. A
full-grown plant can be more than 3' across.
The blooms are a darker lavender and arise
later in the summer (July or later); there may
be small leafy growths on the bloom scape.
The well-known 'Patriot', also related, has a
wider bright white margin.

Volume 26 Issue 1
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The Blue One: 'Elegans' (or H.
sieboldiana 'Elegans')
A large plant with rounded, heavily textured
leaves with a waxy coating that makes the
plant look blue. A mature plant could be 5'
across, but 3-4' is more likely. The blooms are
white or nearly so, but are often hidden among
the leaves. If the plant is even bigger, the
leaves are more pointed, and the flowers are
borne in profusion above the mound of leaves,
your plant is 'Blue Angel,' a close relative (in
fact, 'Elegans' is sister to a number of similar
cultivars, including Big Daddy, but is the oldest
and still most popular). Oddly, Elegans's sister
with a gold edge, 'Frances Williams', is one of
the most-recognized hostas.

The Green One with Fragrant
Flowers: H. plantaginea and friends
(hybrids) 'Royal Standard' and
'Honeybells'
Hosta plantaginea (also known as the August
Lily) is the queen of the group, with glossy apple green heart-shaped leaves and huge white
flowers. A mature clump can be more than 3'
across. Royal Standard and Honeybells are
similar, but the leaves are coarser, slightly
more elongated and less glossy; and
Honeybells' flowers are a pale lavender.

They can be hard to tell apart; if you suspect
The Green One: 'Undulata Erromena' you have one of these, compare yours with
pictures in a Hosta Library.
See description for 'Undulata,' which has a
tendency to turn all green. That makes this
sometimes a "surprise" hosta, showing up
where there were green-and-white ones previously. The blooms are the same as other Undulata types; this blooming behavior will help
to identify this one. Not nearly as shiny as the
next three green ones listed.

.
.
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The Other (Smaller) Green One, Kinda Blue: 'Fortunei Hyacinthina' (or
just 'Hyacinthina'; note spelling)

The Dark Green One with Purple
Flowers: H. ventricosa
This one also has shiny heart-shaped leaves
that almost glitter. The flowers are a deep
purple, and will make lots of seed pods. This
hosta is easily spread by seed, so is the most
likely choice if you find a hosta growing in
your woods. Can also grow to 30" across or
more.

There are a number of cultivars that have
been available to gardeners for a number of
years that could fall into this class, but Hyacinthina is a likely choice. Grows to about 2'
across in a mound of pale to dark green heart
-shaped leaves with a matte finish
(sometimes showing what looks like a
"hairline" white edge) and lavender flowers in
July (similar to the other Fortunei types).
'Hyacinthina' is the parent (through sporting,
or mutation) of 'Gold Standard', and thus the
grand- and great-grandparent of many outstanding hostas, such as 'Striptease'.

The Green One that Grows Like a
Fountain: 'Lancifolia'
Very common as an edging plant. Makes a
mound to 2' across, with arching, lanceshaped leaves (10" x 2") that are spotted with
reddish-brown on their stems (petioles). The
flower scapes are tall, with rather pretty lavender blooms. Like Undulata, this one is sterile (no seed pods) and so increases by
making bigger clumps.
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From the Archives

The 2020 Hosta

These Ontario Hosta Society Newsletter excerpts go back to when
newsletters required stapling and stamps required licking on envelopes for mailing. Some things never change !

of the Year

Our passion …

Dancing Queen

My Garden by Louise Weekes Vol.1 #3 Dec 95
“This hosta thing has certainly gotten out of control ! “
Getting Started, or Never Know What Hit Me by Bob Leask Vol.1 #1
May 95
“How does an innocent gift from a mother-in-law launch into a passionate quest for the ultimate Hosta?”

Our Growing Interest and Caring Concerns …
Slugging it out in the Garden by Alan Bewell Vol.1 #2 Aug 95
“Though Hosta lovers are not usually given to using four-letter words,
one has, indeed become part of our standard vocabulary. I am referring to that member of the genus Limex commonly known as the
“slug”. Though Ontario gardeners cannot boast the six-inch spotted
monsters on the West Coast who act like grazing buffalo, our common slugs seem to be quite capable of turning a prize hosta into a
tossed salad.“
Growing Hosta from Seed by Peter Ruh & Ran Lydel Vol.1 #3 Dec
95

Description
Rippled Leaves with
ruffled edges and
prominent veins

Emerging foliage is

“Growing Hosta plants from seed can be a great hobby. Many varieties of Hosta make seed pods after flowering. Solid colour Hosta will
make only solid colour kids. Variegated Hostas can, but seldom do,
make variegated off-spring.”

yellow and softens

Our Gardens …

Bloom Time

Sharing a Bed with Hostas by Dave Simmons Vol1 #1 May 95
“With all the many cultivars now available, hostas can stand alone
providing a leafy display of greens, blues, greys and yellows . However, there is no doubt that companion plants can both enhance and
complement most Hostas. The following is an incomplete listing of
suggested “bed-mates” … “

towards creamyyellow in early Fall

Mid - July to Mid August
Flower Height

70 cm
Foliage Height

Compiled by
Debbie Lang

50 cm
Leaf Size
33 cm x 18 cm
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Membership

OHS Newsletter

$15.00 for 1 year
$40.00 for 3 years

Newsletters are published 3 or 4 times a
year . PDF copies of past issues will be
made available in the Members section of
the OHS website.

Article Submissions
The membership runs from
January 1st to December
31st. Members joining after
October 1st are deemed to
be paid-up until December
31st of the following year.

Send to Newsletter
@OntarioHostaSociety.com

Advertising
Business card-sized ads only
$100 per publication year.

Visit our website

Please contact our Treasurer Keith Skanes
keithskanes@hotmail.com

OntarioHostaSociety.com

Did you know ? The OHS has over 1500 followers on Facebook.
OHS Executive
President

Connie Pojasok

cpojasok@sympatico.ca

Vice President

Brad McMillan

bradcanal@hotmail.com

Past President

Russ Talbot

pastpresident @ontariohostasociety.com

Treasurer

Keith Skanes

keithskanes@hotmail.com

Secretary

Debbie Lang

debbie9857@outlook.com

Membership

Christine Williams hostasocietyontario@gmail.com

Vendor Liaison & Event Lead

Carol Mathison

vendors@ontariohostasociety.com
carolamathison@hotmail.com

Bus Tour Organizer

Lianne Krane

l.krane@freshstart.pro

Newsletter Editor

Debbie Lang

debbie9857@outlook.com

Webmaster

Vacant

Photographer

Trish Symons

symonstrish@gmail.com

Directors at Large

Robert Leask
Vacant

rleask@hotmail.com

Annic Lavertu

president@easternohs.ca

SW OHS President
Eastern OHS President
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